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. . Holding forth the word of life; that I may rejoice in the day
of Christ, that I have not run in vain, neither laboured in vain.
St. Paul (Phil. 2:16)
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OVERNMENT is the exercise of authority
« over others, or control. Authority
has been abused and misappropriated in
so many instances that the mention of the
word is an unpleasant reminder. Nevertheless the Bible speaks of the "gift of
government" along with and even in preference to other gifts of the Spirit. Authority in the hands of the wicked is dangerous,
but in holy hands it proves a much needed
mercy. No one scarcely associates the word
with religion or sacred things, but God
does in both Old and New Testaments.

G

Who has not seen the need of the "gift
of government" in this age of the lack of
discipline? We seldom, if at all, hear this
spoken of or sought for, yet we see the
need of it in the home, the schoolroom the
church and the state—yes everywhere. The
Bible makes it plain that authority should
first be exercised in the home. I Timothy
3:5 reads: "If a man knows not how to
rule his own house, how shall he take care
of the church of God"? This would hold
true in civic authority as well as in the
church. "He that is faithful in that which
is least is faithful also in much."
Of this age it is written, "Children will
be disobedient to parents." This refers to
the world and not to Christian families, as
the same Scripture speaks of "blasphemers,
unholy, fierce, incontinent, proud, traitors,
etc." Sad, but true, that even in homes
where the parents profess holiness the children are allowed to be disobedient, and it
is overlooked as a mere weakness and not
as a sin. The spirit of disobedience and
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Government
Celia Elias
self-will is in the very air and it requires
consecrated diligence to resist it successfully; but should Christians say they cannot control their children? Jesus will give
you as of old "power and authority over
all devils." When the enemy in the form
of a rebellious, disobedient spirit in your
children enters your home God is able to
give you the victory in resisting and conquering such a spirit.
You are not a victorious Christian if
your children usurp authority over you.
The Bible says, "A little child shall lead
them," but not drive them. When you conquer your children they love and respect
you more, like you love the Lord when He
conquers you. The more parents yield to
children the more peevish and irritable
they become. But when thoroughly conquered they manifest a happy, humble,
sweet spirit on the same principle that we
grown-up children do when God conquers
us. Children unconquered are as unhappy,
fretful, restless and hard to please as sinners under conviction with unyielding spirits. We have heard parents say repeatedly
before their children that they could not
control them. What a shameful, hurtful
acknowledgment to make before a child!
What respect could the parent demand in
such a case? Even when you are defeated,
if such be the case, do not admit it before
the child; but in penitence seek God for
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more of His controlling spirit. As you
have power with God you will have control over others. Never blame the children,
but in shame confess your lack before the
Lord and seek the "gift of government,"
and God will make you "more than conquerer." Amen!
All children are good when conquered
and under control. Many parents mistake
looseness and leniency for love. Love is
firm but just. You do not have to be angry
or harsh to be firm. Persons of good
government and control have a quiet, selfpossessed, firm, sincere spirit. Parents
foolishly and hurtfully put themselves on
an eoual with their children and then are
mort ; fied and indignant when the children
p'ut themselves on an equal with them.
God honored Abraham because he ruled
his house well. God brought ruin to Eli's
posterity because he failed in this one particular, though he was a good man otherwise. If God has given you children to
rear for Him He demands of you that they
keep His commandments. It is the first
commandment with promise. If you want
your children blessed that it might be well
with them and they live long, see that they
learn to obey. God will surely hold parents responsible for disastrous results if
they do not enforce obedience on the part
of their children.
If you have not control naturally you
can have the "gift" supernaturally imparted. Amen! Not parents alone need
Heaven-imparted authority, but teachers,
officers in the church, state and nation. All
gifts are for edification, and not for display. If God has given you power to
govern others in the capacity of a parent,
teacher, bishop, apostle or civil magistrate
it is not for your pleasure or honor but for
the edification and benefit of those over
whom He has given you control. The Bible
speaks of a certain class who ask and receive not, because they ask amiss that they
might consume it upon their own lusts.
But this does not exclude the honest, humble seekers who for good purpose desire
the power of God that they might succeed
in their calling.
The devil has deceived many mothers
into thinking that they would get out of
the Spirit if they insisted on obedience in
the family and had to punish severely to
succeed and they feared the children would
lose confidence in them. This is merely a
delusion from the devil. Get children to
open up their hearts and you will learn
they have more respect for and confidence
in the teacher and mother who insist on
good discipline and perfect obedience.
You have God and His Word as your
backing and in His Name and by His power
insist on having victory on this line.
Never succumb to defeat as long as your
omnipotent Father lives to answer prayer.
Amen and Amen!—Herald of Light. Selected by Emma Dohner.
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Editorial
LET'S TALK IT OVER
RETHREN IN CHRIST ministers are busy
men if they are even making an attempt to carry out their call to the Christian ministry.

B

With this number of the Visitor, comes
the quarterly issue of the Supplement.
The
activities at our mission points in United
States and Canada constitute a major part
of the content. A wide-awake and efficient
administration of this phase of the Lord's
work has surrounded itself with a faithful
and enthusiastic corps of workers. This has
resulted in an effective gospel witness, salvation of souls and a gradual forward
movement of our mission program.
Our Mission Boards have been rather
successful in placing many trained leaders
into their areas of Christian service. This
is commendable on their part. Those of us
associated with average congregational life
rejoice to see and read these inspiring reports and then our interest in local, established congregations causes us to ponder a
bit: Why is it that many of our programs
as carried on in our mission churches, have
made considerable appeal to enthusiastic
and zealous youth? Probably we of socalled established congregations have allowed certain traditions to hold us so tightly that much of our activity has become so
stereotyped and customary that enthusiasm
has long waned. Little about it inspires
young people with vision and aspiration to
dedicate themselves to promote a continuance of such a program.
Then too, divided interests of our ministers has assigned them the difficult task
of providing a living for the family. To
educate the children and all that goes with
it, is a full time task in itself. Something
must suffer and in most cases it is the area
of church leadership. Preaching is only a
part of our task. It is a pitiful church
when momentum for church program develops among the laity and has to push the
leadership to get going. My brethren, these
things ought not so to b e !
The answer: Let me presume in part. . .
Sav to our laity—the days of demand
are upon us, we have used the emergency
method as outlined in Scripture for ministerial self-support entirely too long: that
is, "Paul laboured with his hands." We
have attached ourselves to this and have
ignored the positive teachings of God's
word concerning the support of God's ministers. Most of us ministers, for some reason or other, have not had the courage to
teach .the whole truth on this subject.
Set up some form of church-wide, pastoral system that would invite ministers
to be separated unto the Christian ministry
and probably having served a given area
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for a number of years would effectively
move on to another field and use his experiences of the former pastorate, both
failures and successes, to be a better
preacher, pastor, and leader.
Rapidly come to the time of fewer ministers in a congregation and insist that the
minister be a trained man; a man who
knows how to study and continue a Christian ministry that feeds and edifies and
leads the flock. Men with a genuine experience of salvation and full dedication
to a holy task, that the sacrifice involved
will not deter from the line of duty.
God will bless the congregation who says
to their pastor: "In the morning you stay
in your study, read and study your Bible.
Wet the study with tears while in prayer
for us and the community. In the afternoon call on us and on the folks in the
community. Visit the sick, seek out children and adults for our Sunday School.
We will assist you in soul winning and can-
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vassing as you may outline for us and need
our help. From our tithes we will give
you a living on the average level of our
homes—a financial income better than our
lowest paid wage earners and maybe a little less than our best paid ones."
In the area of emphasis, our change need
not be revolutionary nor should it be radical. The teachings of simplicity, humility
and separation are truths of God's word.
So much depends on placing the emphasis.
Separation from the world is relatively
simple, when people are inspired to be
separated unto Christ.
Preachers, our chief task is not to preach
against things. Someone has said "a denouncing ministry is often the sign of a
ministry that spends little time in study
and preparation." Into our hands has been
committed the greatest story ever to be
told; Jesus saves, sanctifies, satisfies and
empowers for life. Let's live it, preach it.
teach it and sacrifice for it.
Laity, your co-operation, support and renewed dedication to the Lord's work will
awake the dawning of a new day in the
Brethren in Christ church.
Even so help all of us, our God and
Father, in the Name of the Lord Jesus
Christ, our Saviour. Amen.—/. N. H.
"God does not give grace till the hour
of trial comes. But when it does come, the
amount of grace and the nature of the
special grace required is vouchsafed. Do
not perplex thyself with what is needed for
future emergencies; tomorrow will bring
its promised grace along with tomorrow's
trials."

SCHOLARSHIP O N FIRE

I

N A recent address to the Southern Baptist
. Convention in Oklahoma City, President
Robert G. Lee stated, "We will do more
for Christ following fools on fire than
scholars on ice." True as that may be, I
am glad we are not forced to such an
option, for our church-related colleges and
schools have proved that scholarship can
be on fire for God.
We thank God also for the young people
who come out of our institutions of learning, saved and sanctified with the fire of
the Holy Spirit in their lives and with a
vision for service. Unless our schools can
retain members on their faculties with
scholarship on fire and continue to produce
young people with a sound Holiness experience and who are willing to serve
Christ and the Church, we had better rethink our objectives for existing.
It is my opinion that if evangelical
Christianity is to keep the fellowship of a
burning heart and is to make its contribution to the kingdom of Christ here on
the earth, it will depend largely upon the

direction and effectiveness of Christian
education in our Church institutions of
learning. That being true the very emergency of our times underscores the urgency
for Christian training and for the building
of institutions which can arise to the occasion and meet the demands of this age.
To this end let us not forget to pray
earnestly for the administration and faculty
of our church-related colleges, that as they
endeavor to attain unto that scholastic rating which is demanded by the educational
agencies of our country, that they may at
the same time keep the fire of the Holy
Ghost and the spirit of Evangelism burning in their hearts.
In the midst of another school year for
our four institutions of learning, I trust
we will give them solid backing not only
with our finances but with our intercessory
prayers and the sending of our young people to receive their Christian training in an
atmosphere which is distinctly Christian.

-J.F.

L,
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"Thou Hast The Words"
Eber

T

HESE words, found in John 6:68 were
uttered to Jesus at a time of great
shifting in the throngs following Jesus.
Jesus had just gone through a great
period of popularity, and great multitudes
had gathered to hear Him teach. They had
listened intently to His new, strange and
yet appealing message. The interest was
so great that mealtime came upon them,
and many of them were too far from home
to return without food. To meet the situation and glorify the Father, Jesus fed the
multitude, marvelously increasing the supply to more than meet the needs of the
people.
The wonder of having such a great and
powerful personage among them was almost too much for some of His followers—
they wanted to give Him more power.
There arose a movement to set up Jesus as
their leader.
Jesus recognizing that His time had not
vet come, began to teach quite forcefully
that His was a spiritual kingdom, that He
came not merely to satisfy men's physical
and material needs, but those spiritual. The
ultimate goal in life is eternal life, but the
Master said that to gain this life. His followers must "eat of my flesh and drink of
my blood." He told them as well that there
would, be times of trial and testings to
bring out the good qualities in men and fit
them for eternal life.
This path as prescribed by Jesus was too
hard a course for many of the multitude
to follow. That crowd who had taken so
much of the Master's time as well as receiving numerous blessings of His presence
began to desert the Master. In companies
they left Him. counting the cost too great.
It was at the point of this great exodus
that Jesus turned to His disciples with this
question, "Will ye also go a w a y ? " To this
question the cry of Peter has been the cry
of Christians down through the centuries.
"To whom shall we go? Thou hast the
words of eternal life."
Eternal life is the longed for, final goal
of all who to any degree believe in the
immortality of the soul. Not all who believe in eternal life are willing to pay the
price of staying with Jesus when most of
the rest of even professed Christendom
deserts Him.
Men have tried many other solutions to
their problems, but only Christ has the
real answer. They are trying materialism
which leads with all its appearances of
complete joy, to emptiness and soul longing. They sell their souls for a bit of
earthly joy and prestige.
There are others who leave Jesus to follow the message of those who say there is
no God. The atheist lives in a false delight

Dourte
of blindness only to wake up in a dying
hour to realize that the fact of God, which
he has fought all his life to disbelieve, is
true.
Others fail to follow Christ because of
the pleasing words of modern religionists
who in their quest to keep abreast with the
times say the message of Jesus in its spiritual aspects is obsolete; there is no power
in the atoning blood. The message of
works with no faith is leading many astray.
There are still others who once believed
in the atonement and felt the surge of the
life-giving stream of the atoning fountain
and because the cost of discipleship is too
great, have fallen by the way.

Thy Word is a
\LAMP

Jesus in His own day spoke to men
similar to the men of our day. In the
group of deserters were the materialists
who even followed Him for a while because of a little financial gain they may
receive. There were those who enjoyed the
works of Christ but not the responsibility
He places upon His followers.
Jesus only, just as in Peter's day, has
the words of eternal life. It requires a
sacrifice for sin. "There is no other name
under Heaven given among men whereby
we must be saved." It requires forgiveness
for sin. Only God through the intercession
of Jesus can forgive sin. He has the words
of intercession for us.
It requires power to live above th world
and things to see Jesus and His purposes.
For this too, Jesus has the answer, for He
said. "Ye shall receive power after that
the Holy Ghost is come upon you"—His
power to live victoriously.
That small group of faithful followers
seeing others leave Christ made t h e i r
choice to stay with Him. They recognized
that it is a far greater loss for us to lose
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Jesus than for Him to lose us. Jesus gave
them the privilege of choice. "Will ye go
a l s o ? " Thank God we too in our day have
. the privilege of choice. To choose Jesus
regardless of the cost of discipleship and
to obey Him all the way is to have glorious
victory and ultimately eternal life.
May we with Peter say, " 'To whom shall
we go. Thou hast the words of eternal life.'
We want that Life and will by the grace of
God pay the price of discipleship."
—Waynesboro, Pa.

For Jesus' Sake
"" At a well-known hall an infidel club
held its regular meeting. Bradlaugh, a
noted lecturer, delivered a scathing attack
on Christianity, and dared any man to answer him. The chairman said: "No one
here is likely to trv. Bradlaugh. We are
all of your way of thinking."
But a gas fitter arose and said: "I have
been a member of this club for five years.
You all know me. Some of you have been
in my home. Six months ago I lost my
work and I was ill, and, to make things
worse, my wife was ill. too. Not one of
you came near me, though my illness was
known here. But someone came, and that
man and his wife nursed us and provided
for us. otherwise neither my wife nor I
would have been alive today. That man
was a city missionary, whom I had driven
from my home with threats. When I was
well enough to think. I asked myself why
he had been so kind to me. a^id I could not
tell. So I asked him, and he told me he
had done it for love of Christ. Now that
is mv answer to Bradlaugh. I say that a
religion which will bring a man to the bedside of one who has hated and cursed him
and returns good for evil, love for hate, is
a good thing for this troubled life, and I
take it for mvself. I have seen it in operation and I know it is good."
-—Christum Herald.

The Value of a Smile
A newspaper account recently told the
story of a boy who had been struck by the
broken end of a live wire, which touched
one side of his face, burning and paralyzing it. In court the boy's lawyer asked the
little fellow to turn toward the jury and
smile. He tried. One side of his face smiled,
but the injured side iust puckered up in a
pitiful contortion. The jury took just 12
minutes to award the boy $20,000. The
amount was thus certified as the legal value
of a smile.
If a smile is worth $20,000 after you
lose it, it must be worth that much while
you still have it. Use it to make other people happy and to glorify the Lord.
—Selected.
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Living Unselfishly
Wilbur
HE DAY in which we are privileged to
live is not lacking in challenges. New
frontiers in so many areas—science, medicine, education, business, agriculture, and
others—present countless opportunities to
those who possess a venturesome spirit and
who dare to take the risks of new discovery. Hence, our newsnapers tell us daily
about some new achievement or some
startling discovery; our institutions of
learning are daily unraveling some secret
of the universe, and these discoveries of
seekers after knowledge are revolutionizing
this world.

T

This age of discovery and invention
seems to place a premium on "success" as
measured in material standards — dollars
and cents, honor and position. These social
pressures begin so early in a child's life—
this striving after recognition and for what
our social system has labeled "success."
Parts of this pattern are the high marks in
school, or a position on the school athletic
team, or social approval and popularity
with one's classmates. Graduation from
high school may be followed by a college
career, and again there is the pressure "to
be successful." Later a youth is faced with
the decision relative to his life's work, and
he makes his choices and puts forth his
efforts in line with what he has been taught
to regard as "success."
It is at this point of decision with regard
to what constitutes "successful living" that
many young people come to appreciate
some of the beautiful lessons in relative
values that have been taught by some of
the great souls of the Church, men and
women who dared to conquer some of the
unexplored frontiers of Christian experience. Certainly there are many new frontiers, but perhaps one area of real Christian experience that still offers the greatest
challenge is the frontier of "unselfish
Christian living."
Nature has much to teach us about living
unselfishly. The flower is an example. It
does not live for itself. The apple blossoms, beautiful and fragrant, hang for a
day; tomorrow they may have relinquished
their hold in order that the fruit may grow.
The fruit continues to shield the seed until
it reaches maturity; then it decays in order
that the seed may be released from its
prison, fall into the moist and fertile soil
where it sprouts and consequently gives us
its own life in order that a new tree may
grow. What a striking truth in this parable! Life for life; the old dying for the
new; every tree in the orchard, every stalk
of grain in the field, every dust-covered
weed by the roadside—all of them giving
themselves for others! The doctrine of unselfish love and of self-giving is fragrant

Nachtigall
with the odor of ten thousand blossoms,
and it is rich with the fruitage of ten thousand harvests. The first law of nature, it
seems, is not self-preservation. Rather,
when we view nature from this angle, we
see that its first law seems to be selfless
giving for the purpose of bringing new
life.
And didn't the Lord Jesus Christ teach
His disciples about such complete unselfishness? He said, "Except a corn of wheat
fall into the ground and die, it abideth
alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth much
fruit. He that loveth his life shall lose it;
and he that hateth his life in this world
shall keep it unto life eternal." John 12:
24,25. Again He said, "If any man will
come after me, let him deny himself, and
take up his cross and follow me. For whosoever will save his life shall lose it; and
whosoever will lose his life for my sake
shall find it."
How unselfishly Jesus lived these words.
His own life He offered voluntarily as a

The Valley of Sorrow
/ came to the Valley of Sorrow,
And dreary it looked to my view,
But Jesus was walking beside me,
And sweetly we journeyed it through.
And now I look back to that valley
As the fairest that ever I trod,
For I learned there the love of my Father,
I leaned on the arm of my God.
Yes, as I look back to the valley
From the crest of its glory-crowned
hill;
I call it my Valley of Blessing,
So peaceful it lieth—so still;
And sweeter its calm to my spirit,
Than the chorus of jubilant song;
'Tis there that the mourners find comfort;
'Tis there that the weak are made strong.
0 fair is the Valley of Sorrow!
God's tenderest angels are there;
Its shadows are lighted by Patience,
And sweet, with the fragrance of Prayer;
Tired hearts gather strength in the
valley;
And burdens once heavy grow light;
Ah, sweet are the "songs of the sunshine,"
But sweeter the "songs of the night."
0 beautiful Valley of Sorrow!
So holy, so calm, and so blest!
Thy ways are the fairest I travel
This side of the Land of my Rest.
And if some day the Father should ask me
Which was best of the paths that I trod,
How quickly my heart shall make answer:
"The Valley of Sorrow, 0 God!"
—Unknown.

(5)
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sacrifice for sin; and through the atoning
sacrifice of His unselfish life, the abundant
life is offered so freely to all who will
accept it.
As Christians we have so much to learn,
and one of the greatest of all spiritual
truths we seek to make practical in our
lives is the fact that hoarding is losing!
We lose what we keep selfishly for ourselves; we gain what we give unselfishly
for others!
" I will not give away my perfume," said
a rosebud, holding its pink petals tightly
wrapped in their tiny case. The other roses
bloomed in splendor, and those who enjoyed their fragrance exclaimed at their
beauty and sweetness; but the selfish bud
shriveled and withered away unnoticed.
"No, no," said a little bird, "I do not
want to sing." But when his brothers soared aloft on joyous wings, pouring forth a
flood of melody, making weary hearers
forget sorrow and bless the singers, then
the forlorn little bird was lonesome and
ashamed. He tried to sing, but the power
was gone; he could make only a harsh,
shrill chirp.
"If I give away my wavelets, I shall not
have enough for myself," said the brook.
And it hoarded all its water in a hollow
place where it formed a stagnant, slimy
pool.
Here is a new frontier in Christian living
—new, yet as old as Christianity. But its
challenge is ever new and vital! How unselfishly do we dare to live? When we
examine our own lives, we are ashamed because we discover that we have been yielding to selfish impulses. Often the temptations have come to us in such subtle ways—
in refined and seemingly legitimate guise.
If we are to venture forth to make new
claims for Christ in the spiritual frontier
of unselfish living and sacrifice, no doubt
it will involve taking new risks for the
sake of the Gospel. And, certainly, it will
mean that we set up our standard of values
in line with the teachings of Jesus regarding "success" instead of adopting the standards of the world in which we live. Jesus
said, "My meat is to do the will of him
that sent me and to finish His work." John
4:34. And so it is perhaps a good thing
to remember that in the spiritual realm we
do not necessarily measure "success" in
terms of dollars and cents, popularity and
influence, position and prestige, or even in
terms of the number of converts and the
number of additions to the church r o l l ;
but, rather, that we quietly go about doing
the will of the Father, leaving the counting
of the harvest with Him.
—Selected by Ohmer U. Herr, from
La Plata.

Rio

"We cannot change the world by changing systems; we can change it by challenging lives with the Gospel."
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The Human Element in Revivals

passion that will cause us to do these
things before we can have a revival.
3. The next human element is prayer—
not a little talk with Jesus. We must have
effectual, fervent praying, we must have
groanings in the Holy Ghost. "Will He
not avenge them that cry day and night?"
"When Zion travailed she brought forth."
God has promised—we must pray. Great
purposes need great praying. Miracle-making promises need miracle-making praying
to realize them. How great and sublime
are the promises God makes to His people,
but why do the eternal purposes of God
move so slowly? "We have not because
we ask not." Adam Clarke said, "He who
has the spirit of prayer has the highest
"interest in the court of heaven." Someone
has said, "The possibility of prayer is
measured by God's ability to do." Another
has said, "Failure in our intercession affects the fruits of His intercession." John
Wesley said, "The neglect of prayer is a
great hindrance to holiness." Beloved. God
has put no limit to His ability to save if
His people will pray. "When they had
prayed, the place was shaken."

390
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ILT Thou not revive us again, that
thy people may rejoice in thee?"
(Psalm 8 5 : 6 ) . These words of the Psalmist express the heart cry of many of God's
dear children today. Who among us does
not want to see a mighty revival of Bible
holiness? The Psalmist in making this request was aware of two facts: (1) If there
was to be a revival, God must do the reviving; and (2) it was God's people who were
to be revived. A revival depends upon God
and His people. The world has nothing to
do with a revival. We do not have revivals to get men saved—men get saved
because we have revivals.
When I speak of a revival I do not mean
a time of religious entertainment or blowout promoted by a lot of fanfare and high
pressure advertising. I do not mean a time
of sowing discord among the people and
leaving them confused and divided after
the evangelist or evangelistic party leaves
town. I do not mean a time of selling an
evangelist to the people until they follow
him more than they follow God. What I
do mean by a revival is a going of God
among His people; a moving of God in our
midst that will result in a burden, much
prayer, and a great passion for the lost; a
moving of God that will make men and
women aware of their need of salvation; a
moving of God that will bring deep and
pungent conviction on hearts, a conviction
so deep that the mere signing of a card,
raising of the hand, or shaking the preacher's hand will not satisfy; a conviction that
will cause genuine repentance, confessing
and forsaking sin, and a fleeing from wrath
to come; a conviction so deep and pungent that it will result in a full surrender
to the whole will of God and a living faith
in His redemptive mercy that will bring
to hearts a knowledge of His pardoning
and His sanctifying grace. This is what the
shed blood has provided, that is what God
has promised, that is what the Holy Ghost
will perform; and we dare not be satisfied
until men have a clear and definite experience of it in their hearts.
In giving these mighty visitations of the
Holy Ghost God does not work independently of human instrumentality. "Call and
I will answer"—we call; God answers. "Ye
have not because ye ask not." "If my people will—I will." "I sought for a man
among them that should make up the hedge
and stand in the gap for the land, that I
should not destroy it—but I found none."
God has always worked when He has had
opportunity. He has done great things and
given great revivals in the past. Why? Is
it not because He had His Moses, His Elijah, His Daniel, His Peter, His Paul, Wesley, Booth, Taylor, Carey, Troxel, Inskip,
Bresee, Ruth, Morrison, and others?
n

W

Couchenour
There must be on the human side of a
revival:
1. Vision. Where there is no vision the
people perish. We must have a vision of
Calvary and the abounding grace provided
through the shed blood of Jesus; a vision
of God, who is greater than all our problems. Israel saw the giants and walled
cities; Caleb saw God—"We are well able"
—"if the Lord delight in us." Then we
need a vision of the need. It was when
Isaiah saw God that he saw the people—
men, women, boys, and girls,—yes, but
more—souls for whom Jesus died. Men,
unless they are saved, are lost,—men, successful or defeated and outcast, yet souls
who are lost. When Jesus beheld the city
He wept. Oh, how we shall weep when we
see!
2. The second human element is passion,
a passion born in purity and perfect love.
The lack of passion brings defeat. A pas-

^
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tor became offended when his evangelist
told the people "the reason they did not
have a revival was that they didn't want
one." The pastor said, "They do want a
revival." "How b a d l y ? " asked the evangelist. "How many hours' sleep have you
lost praying for a revival ? How many
meals have you skipped fasting for a revival? How many unsaved persons have
you contacted and prayed with to get saved
during a revival?" "That is another question," answered the pastor. Beloved, how
far have we drifted when pastors think they
can have revivals without a passion that
causes them to lose sleep, to fast, and to
pray for the unsaved? We must have a

4. Fasting is another human
element. "This kind can come
forth by nothing but by prayer
and fasting." (Mark 9 : 3 8 ) . This
is true today. There are victories
that can only be known as the
church fasts. Again and again
God requested the leaders of Israel
to declare a fast. Jesus fasted,
Paul fasted,—fasting had a very
important part in the life of the
early church. The disciples could
do nothing for this child. What a
rebuke—a diseased child, an anxious father, but a p o w e r l e s s
church! How often has the church
suffered the same embarrassment.
How far short are we falling in
meeting the need today!— "This
kind can come forth by nothing
but by prayer and fasting." Fasting must be a part of our Christian living if we are going to see
a revival.
5. Another human element in
revivals is personal loork. We
have prayed, "Send them in," and there is
a measure in which we can expect God to
do this. God has commanded, however,
for us "to go out into the highways and
byways and compel them to come." With
Him it is "Go ye," "Pray ye," "Give ye."
Andrew found Peter. Jesus must go by way
of Samaria. It is the personal touch that
awakens many a soul. This cannot take
the place of mass evangelism, but it can
make a great contribution to it.
6. If we are to have a revival, there
must be obedience. How often prayer and
other efforts are defeated because of disobedience. Cornelius had prayed and fastc o n c l u d e d on next page)
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Calico Dress
W. 0.
YOUNG missionary of the African Field
was challenged by reading a letter in
the "Evangelical Visitor" by our late editor
George Detwiler, telling of a sister who
seeing that the Foreign Mission Treasury
was low, sincerely asked what she could
do? And as usual the good Lord helps
honest seekers. Thus our sister was satisfied and continued to wear a calico dress
giving the difference that a silk one would
have cost to the Foreign Mission Treasury.
God blessed this small effort in also rousing the missionary to more earnest service
being a recipient of such worthy sacrifice.
Who can tell the reward this sister and
others may realize in the next world for
simply doing what they could which may
have resulted in the salvation of more
souls.
And now, dear readers, while gold seems
to be a bit unstable in value, some will be
afraid to take the safe way in giving as the
Holy Spirit leads to support God's work,
while others will take the most dangerous
way of holding on to the filthy lucre, the
love of which is the root of all evil. Outstanding is the opportunity t o d a y for
Christ's people to act nobly as God's stewards saying, "No new car, house, modern
kitchen, or convenience on any of the easy
spending lines while we see the Home,
Foreign, or any other fund for the salvation of souls, lacking in funds." Privileged
are we to join not only the elite company
of that noble sister who gladly wore the
calico dress, but others as George Muller's
class who lived very plainly and saving in
order to lay up treasures in Heaven. Fearful are many today searching a safe place
to deposit their wealth. Better to obey a
wiser than Solomon, depositing heavily in
Heaven's bank, and we shall sleep better,
fearing neither decay, corruption, nor
thieves. This will also make us one with
that grand company of whom Isaiah and
Paul said their feet are beautiful helping
to preach, and spread the Gospel of Peace
and thus winning souls to righteousness.
Daniel said they shall shine as the stars for
ever and ever. Gratefully let us embrace
this privilege today.—Grantham, Pa.

A

The Human Element In Revivals
(Continued from previous page)
ed—the angel assured him his prayers and
alms were a memorial before God; then
He said, "And now send men to Joppa" —
To have an answer and know what he had
prayed and fasted for, he must send to
Joppa—if he had failed to obey there
would have been no outpouring of the
Spirit. There is the "and now" for every

Winger
individual and church, and if we obey we
can see mighty things. Beloved, let us
obey and see God make bare His mighty
arm.
7. Another, and a very important human element, is faith. We cannot see God's
hand or power manifested without great
faith. "If thou wouldst believe, t h o u
shouldst see the glory of God." Israel because of unbelief limited the Holy One of
Israel. Jesus could do no mighty works at
Nazareth because of unbelief. It was when
Jesus saw the faith of the four that the
man was forgiven and healed. His promise
is, "If thou canst believe, all things are
possible." He is as great as His promises
and He can do what He has promised. Oh,
have faith in God! He is able, He is sufficient for this day. A mighty Holy Ghost
revival is possible if we will meet His
conditions. Let us dare to believe Him and
stand with those who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness,
obtained promises, stopped the mouths of
lions, quenched the violence of fire, escaped
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the edge of the sword, out of weakness
were made strong, waxed valiant in fight,
and turned to flight the armies of the
aliens. Beloved, may we never be guilty
oT limiting God through unbelief. Let us
move out, meet His conditions, and have
the revival heaven holds for us!

Tom Paine Was W r o n g !
It was in 1782 that the publication of
the first American Bible was sanctioned
and approved by Congress. About this
time Thomas Paine declared, "In five years
there will not be a Bible in all America."
But Tom Paine was wrong! The American
Bible Society alone, since its organization
in 1816, has put into circulation 380 million copies of the Bible, in whole or in
part, and the annual production of the
Scriptures is increasing every year.
—Selected.
"The truest help we can render an afflicted man is not to take his burden from
him, but to call out his best energy, that
he might be able to bear the burden."
—Phillips Brooks.
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Qualifications
of the
Foreign
Missionary
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The question is often asked, How can I
best begin at, home to prepare for the life
of the mission field? Here are a few practical suggestions:
We continue a series of brief studies on
the requisite qualities of a foreign missionary as written by a missionary veteran
and submitted by Mary C. Kreider, missionary to
Africa.—Editor.
Thoughts. Think the best of others. Critical thoughts, unclean thoughts, worrying
thoughts, envious thoughts, thoughts of
self-pity that dwell upon difficulties ahead,
or that imagine offense or opposition in
others, may be put into our minds by the
evil one. Do not let them stay. If we give
place to them and begin to think them
over, we shall be led into sin, for even the
thought of foolishness is sin. The Holy
Companion is with us and knows our
thoughts. Let Him control them, and keep
us too from that waste of God's time which
we call day-dreaming.
Books. What do you read? For refreshment, encouragement, uplifting help of all

kinds, there are many books. Let us keep
to these. Do we sit up half the night to
finish something interesting or exciting?
Let us curb the lust to finish, and be disciplined in our reading as in other things.
Friendship. Every true friendship should
make us more accessible to others and more
understanding a n d helpful.
Exclusive
friendships are unhealthy.
Marriage. Very many look forward to
this as God's good gift. In the mission
field there are some kinds of work where
married people can do more because they
are married. There are, as well, a number
of situations where single men or single
women are far better able to do the work
that God has appointed. So let us take
nothing for granted and be very, very sure
of God's guidance in this most solemn of
decisions.
Social life. Do not become a slave to
social life, for it is a snare to many on the
mission field. Can you do without the
company of people of your own race? Do
you crave for the social amenities of the
homelands? How much time is wasted in
these things! Be independent of them, and
learn to love the company of the people
you have come to serve. They will soon
understand, and to win their confidence is
worth all.
A sense of humor. Not only does this at
times help us in a difficult situation, but it
lightens the necessary stress of our daily
work. How can one who does not understand or appreciate the fun of life be the
messenger of "the gospel of the happy
God" ?—-China's Millions.
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DIRECTORY

AS SLATED BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
Permanent Church Headquarters

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa., Tel. 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary
Institutions
The Christian Light Press
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabeth town, Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Messiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7836.
Messiah Orphanage, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa., Bro.
Mervin Helsey, Steward, and Sr. Rhoda
Heisey, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Schradley.
Upland College, Upland, California.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas. Oklahoma.
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Ontario Bible School, Fort Erie, North, Ont.
Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.

Treasurers of the Different Boards
Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West Milton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L Heise,
Gormley, Ontario.
Foreign Mission Board: Car) J. Ulery, 1332
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
Treas.; Wm. Charlton, Stevensvllle. Ontario.
Home Mission: Henry A. Ginder. Manheim
Pa., R. R. 2, Canadian Treas., Edward Gilmore, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Beneficiary; Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa.
Education: Homer G. Engle, Abilene, Kans.
Canadian Treasurer: Earl M. Sider, Nantlcoke,
Ontario.
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, Napp.anee, Indiana.
Sunday School Board: C. W. Boyer, 2223 N.
Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Free Literature and Traot Department: Charles Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
Young People's Work: B. E. Thuma, R. R. 1,
Marietta, Pa.; George C. Sheffer, Stayner,
Ont., Canadian Treas.
Belief and Service Committee: John H. Hoffman, Maytown, Pa.
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Buyer.
Sec'y., 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Car)
J. Carlson, Secretary, 6039 Halstead, Chicago 21, Illinois; Mrs. Jacob Hock, Treasurer, Resevoir Street, Chambersburg, Pa.

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Africa
General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So.
Rhodesia. South Africa.
Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
Eld. and Sr. L. B. Sider, Sr. Elizabeth Engle,
Sr. Mary C. Kreider, Sr. Fanny Longenecker,
Sr. Dorothy M. Martin, and Sr. Mary Breneman.
Mtshabezl Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D.
B. Hall. Elder & Sr. Roy H. Mann, Sr.
Annie Winger, Sr. Martha Kauffman, Sr.
Anna Wolgemuth, Sr. Lulu Asper, Sr. Beth
L. Winger, Eld. and Sr. Bert Winger, and Sr.
Mabel Frey.
Wanes! Mission, Fllabusl, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga.
Eld. and Sr. Chester Wingert, Sr. Anna R.
Engle, and Sr. Florence Hensel.
Macha Mission. Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr.
Verna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt and Sr. Verda
Moyer.
Slkalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder ft Sr. David Cllmenhag"- *r
Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Anna Graybill, and Sr.
Edna Lehman.

India
General Superintendent: Bishop A. D. M. Dick
and Sister Dick, Madhipura, O. & T. Ry.,
Bhagalpur District, India.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa. O, & T. Ry.. Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. Charles
Engle, Sr. M. Effle Rohrer, Sr. Beulah Arnold,
Sr. Leora Toder, Sr Shirley Bitner, Sr. Erma
Hare.
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura, O. & T. Ry.,
Bhagalpur District, India, Bishop and Sr. A.
D. M. Dick.
Barjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, O. & T. Ry., North Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. William R. Hoke,
Sr. Anna Steckley, Sr. Emma Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House. Monghyr,
E. I. Ry., District Monghyr. India. Eld. and
Sr. George Paulus, and Eld. and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter.
Missionaries on Fnrlough
Eld. & Mrs. Charles Eshelman, Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Sr. Anna M. Eyster. 637 Third Avenue. Upland, California.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St.. Harrisburg, Pa.
'
Eld. & Sr. W. O. Winger, Grantham, Pa.
Elder and Mrs. J. Paul George, Canoe Creek
Mission, Telephone—Hollidaysburg 51319.
Eld. and Sr. Albert Breneman, West Milton,
Ohio, c.o. H. W. Hoke.
Sr. Naomi Lady, Grantham, Pa.

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13, N.
Y.; Telephone—GRant 7706; Harry and Katie
Buckwalter, Anne Wyld, Viola Miller.
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halstead Street, Chicago
21, Illinois; Telephone — Wentworth 6-7122;
Carl J. Carlson, Pastor; Avas Carlson, Alice
Albright. Esther Kanode, Sara Brubaker.
Dayton Mission: 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio;
Telephone — HEmlock 3164; William and
Evelyn Engle, Mary Brandt.
Detroit (God's l o v e Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.; Residence — 3986 Humboldt
Detroit 8, Mich.; Telephone—Tyler 5-1470;
Harry and Catherine Hock, Mary Sentz, Ruth
Heisey.
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission) 1175
Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.. Telephone—Harrisburg 26488; Joel and Faithe Carlson, Anna
Wolgemuth, Mildred Winger, Elizabeth Kanode.
Massillon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 370
First St., S. E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone—
4169: Eli Hostetler, Pastor; Lloyd Hostetler,
Assistant Pastor; Lydia Hostetler, D o r i s
Rohrer, Minnie Bicher.
Orlando Mission: 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.;
Telephone—4312; Charles and Myrtle Nye.
Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431;
William and Anna Rosenberry, Anita Brechbill.
San Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.; Residence
—311 Scott St., San Francisco 17, Calif.; Telephone—UNderhill 1-4820: Eli, Jr. and Leona
Hostetler, Erma Hoke, Edith Davidson.
Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow St., Stowe, Pa.;
Telephone — Pottstown 1211J; Harold and
Alice Wolgemuth.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Earl Bossert. Pastor; Pauline Hess, Florence Faus.
RURAL MISSIONS
Allisonia, Virginia (Farri s Mines) Paul and
Ruth Wolgemuth, Esther Greenawalt, Ida
Lue Han*.
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Bloomfield, New Mexico, c.o. Blanco Trading
Post (Navajo Indian Mission) Lynn and Elinor Nicholson, Rosa Eyster, Dorothy Charles.
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Pearl Jones.
Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission) Telephone Hollidaysburg 51319; Paul and Esther
George.
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
Fairvlew Station, Ella, Ky.: Elam and Helen
Dohner, Esther Ebersole.
Garlin, Ky.: Robert and Edna Wengerd, Elizabeth Hess, Nurse; Ruby Clapper.
Knifley, Ky.: Irvin and Dorothy Kanode,
Katie Rosenberger. Nurse.
Meath Park Station (North Star Mission) Saskatchewan, Canada; Earl D. and Ellen K.
Brechbill, Docia Calhoun.
Tillsonburg (Houghton Mission) Ontario, Canada; Telephone Glenmeyer 22-14; Myrtle
Steckley, Ruth Steckley, Anna Henry.
Frogmore: Alonza Vannatter, Pastor.
Houghton Center: Basil Long.
RADIO BROADCASTS
CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario
1600 Kcs.
"CHD to Worship Hour"
9:00-9:30
A.M.
Each Sunday
1380 Kcs.
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
1260 Kcs.
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich.
First Thursday of every month
12:15-1:16 P. M
Every Tuesday—transcription
KOCS. Ontario, Calif.
3:30 P. M -34B
1510 PKcs.
M
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:16 A. M
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday
7:30- -8:00 A. M
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
'Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M.
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
1110 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
1270 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
12:35—1:00 P. M
Each Saturday
1380 Kcs.
WKJG, Fort Wayne, Indiana
"Gospel Words and Music" 8:00Each Sunday
8:00—8:30 A.M.
WAND, Canton, Ohio
900 Kcs.
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Each Sunday
6:30-7:00 P. M.
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio
910 Kcs.
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
Each Sunday 8:00 - 8:30 A M.
WRFD, Worthington. Ohio
880 Kcs.
"Brethren in Christ Radio Broadcast"
Each Sunday
7:30 - 8:00 A. M

EVANGELISTIC SLATE
Pennsylvania
Mechanicsburg

Nov. 20
Evangelist, Elder Albert Engle
Cedar Grove
Nov. 29
Evangelist, Elder Walter O. Winger
Locust Grove (York Co.) Pa
Dec. 4-18
Evangelist, Bishop Henry Schneider
Cross Roads
Jan. 15-29
Evangelist, Elder Donald Heer
Maytown
Nov. 27-Dec. 11
Evangelist, Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
Free Grace Church, Millersburg, Pa
Nov. 28
Evangelist, Bishop Henry N. Hostetter
Red Star, Leedey, Okla
Nov. 20-Dec. 4
Evangelist, Elder Isaac S. Kanode
Fairview, Ohio
Nov. 28-Dec. 11
Locke, Indiana
Feb. 5-19
Evangelist, Bishop Henry A. Ginder
Pasadena, Calif
Nov. 30-Dec. 11
Evangelist, Eld. Alvin C. Burkholder

ALL DAY MEETING
There will be an all day meeting at the
Free Grace Church, Millersburg, Pa. on
Sunday, December 4.
Invitation to all.
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Weddings

MARTIN-FEATHER—On October 20 in the
Church of the Open Bible in Baltimore, Md.,
Marian Feather, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Roy
Feather, became the bride of Edmund L. Martin. Pastor Otis Read officiated at the service.
May God bless this union to His glory.
MTTSSER-MEILINGER — Esther Mellinger,
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Henry Mellinger of
Mt. Joy, Pa., became the bride of Irvin Musser, son of Bro. and Sr. Elias Musser of Mt.
Joy, Pa., on Saturday, November 12, in the
Evangelical United Brethren Church of Newtown, Pa. The ceremony was performed by
Bishop Henry N. Hostetter and Bishop Irvin
Musser.
COBEB-CHAMBEES — On September 24 in
the Welland Mission Chapel, Welland, Ontario,
there occurred the marriage of Sr. Jean Chambers, daughter of Bro. and Sr. John Chambers
of Welland, Ontario, and Bro. Alvin Cober, son
of Mr. Harvey Cober of Welland, Ontario, and
the late Mary Frances Weidman Cober.
The ceremony was performed by Eld. Earl
C. Bossert.
May God's blessing be theirs throughout life.
ENGLE-ZHVIMERMAN—Mahlon Verle Engle
of Nappanee, Indiana, son of Bro. Hiram Engle
of Detroit, Kansas, and Carol Virginia Zimmerman, daughter of Sr. Edna Zimmerman of
Nappanee, Indiana, were united in marriage a t
the Locke Brethren in Christ Church, isappanee, Indiana, on Friday evening, November
4, at 7:00 P.M. Eld. Carl J. Carlson of Chicago,
Illinois, former pastor, officiating, assisted by
Eld. Erwin Thomas of Nappanee, Indiana.
May God's richest blessing attend them.
IrESHER-WENGER — Sr. Naomi Wenger,
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Paul I. Wenger of
Shippensburg, Pa., became the bride of Bro.
Ira Lesher, son of Bro. and Sr. Ira. Lesher of
Marion, Pa.
The ceremony was performed by Bishop
Charlie B. Byers at the Mt. Rock Brethren in
Christ Church on August 20, 1949.
May God hjess this union.
SOX-LENBEKGER-LEHMAN — Sr. Fannie
Lehman, daughter of the late Henry and Rebecha Lehman of Shippensburg, Pa., became
the bride of Bro. Joseph Sollenberger, son of
the late Samuel and Katie Sollenberger of
Chambersburg, Pa. The ceremony was performed by Bishop Charlie B. Byers on September 22, 1949.
May God's blessing accompany them as they
travel life's pathway together.

Births
GARMAN — Eld. and Sr. John Garman of
Springfield, Ohio, announce the arrival of J.
Henry on November 2. Sr. Garman is the
former Ruth Ulery.
*t

The publication office has received
frequent inquiries r e g a r d i n g the
change of the address label at the time
of renewal. Our policy has been to
simply add the numeral 5 or 50 (with
the number of the month) thereby indicating the extension of the subscription .into 1950. The old numerals 1949
may remain and should not be mistaken for an error in the recording of
your renewal.
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0, that I could now all my lifetime
forget!
'Twill fill my poor soul with eternal
regret,
"To think of the seasons of mercy and grace,
When I with the people of God took my
place—
To think how the spirit oft strove with me
then,
And called nve to Jesus, again and again:
I think of the promises ofttimes I made,
Alas! to fulfill them I always delayed.

The Harvest Is Past
Jeremiah 8:20
The harvest is past, and the reapers are
gone;
The summer is ended, I sorrow alone:
God's mercies and judgments were slighted
by me,
And now for deliv'ranee no hope I can
see.
The harvest is past, and the wheat all
returned,
And now with the chaff I am doomed
to be burned:
All warnings of danger I madly outbraved—
The summer is ended, and I am not
saved.
The

harvest is past, and my soul, in
despair,
Must dwell with the lost, and their
agonies share;
In deep desolation I mourn at the last—
All hopeless the future—the harvest is
past.
The harvest is past—/ must part with my
friends,
Forever with them all my intercourse
ends;
With darkness around me, I feel the dread
blast
Of God's indignation — the harvest is
past.

To think of prayers offered, and tears
which were shed,
J hat I, in my youth, to the cross might
be led:
To think of the loved ones who pleaded
with me,
Whose faces no more I'm permitted to
see,
To think of a heaven, and friends who are
there—
0! memory, why dost thou enhance my
despair?
If with those dear loved unes my lot, I had
cast,
I now would be saved—but the harvest
is past.
0! sorrow of sorrows, eternally great!
I'd now accept mercy, but now 'tis too
late!
God's justice on me is exerted at, last—
/ have my reward, and the harvest is
past.
Though banished from God, in this torment
to dwell,
If prayers for the erring could rise from
hell,
I'd groan out petitions for ages to come,
To save one poor sinner from this awful
doom!
—Selected by Omar G. Worman.

ARE YOU DISCOURAGED? — READ THIS!

THRTTSH" — Mr. and Mrs. John Thrush of
Shippensburg, Pa., are the happy parents of a
daughter, Mary Lou, born October 11.

Please Note!
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TETER-MOITGOI.D—On October 29, at 7:00
o'clock, Sr. Ruby Mongold, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Mongold of Millersburg, Pa.,
became the bride of Bro. William Teter, son of
Mr. Stanley Teter of Millersburg, Pa.
The ceremony was solemnized at a very
pretty candle light service in the Free Grace
Brethren in Christ Church with Eld. J. Edgar
Keefer officiating.
May God's richest blessings attend them
through life.
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The following is taken from a letter written several years ago by an Irish evangelist,
to a missionary in the Congo:
"Man, it's great to be in the thick of the
fight — to draw the auld devil's heaviest
guns—to have him at you with depression
and discouragement, slander and disease.
He doesn't waste his time on a luke-warm
bunch. He hits good and hard when a fellow is hitting him. You can always measure the weight of your blow by the one you
get back.
"When you are on your back with fever,
and at the last of your ounce, when some
of your best converts blackslide, when you
learn that your most promising inquirers
are fooling; where fellow workers are
jealous and friends are cool, when the
homeland friend does not even answer your

letter—that's the time to put on mourning.
God is dead. No sir! That's the time to
pull out the stops and shout—Hallelujah!
The auld fellow is getting it in the neck
and hitting back. Heaven is leaning over
the battlements and watching the fight.
"Will he stick i t ? " And as they look from
their position and see who is with us, as
they see the unlimited reserves, the boundless resources, as they see the impossibility
of failure to everyone who keeps on fighting, how disgusted they must be when we
run away! Glory to God, we are not going
to run away!"—Gospel Gleaners.

"Do not think of living for yourself, but
for Him who has died for your soul."
—A.

Judson.
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With the Church
In The Homeland
how precious it is when we
take it as it is. Consider
how much God has for us
if we wait on the Lord.
On November 6 Bro.
Brubaker had charge of
the lesson on the H o l y
Kiss. He read Psalm 85
and Romans 16:16. How
the church is getting away
from this p r a c t i c e and
what a difference and a
coldness has come into the
church as a result in many
places. May God help us
to live in this p r e s e n t
world that our home will
be in the yonder world to
come. God is preparing a
Ferguson Valley Brethren observe cornerstone-laying ceremonies. Pictured left to right are: Eld. Paul Goodling, Eld. place for all those who are
Allen Cr. Brunaker, Eld. Bruce Grove, Deacon Clair Heister, and faithful to the end.

Bro. Jesse Yoder, trustee and donor of the church ground.

FERGUSON VALLEY CHURCH BEING
ERECTED
On October 29, 1949, the brethren of the
Ferguson Valley (Pennsylvania) Congregation observed a cornerstone laying ceremony
for their new church. The service was in
charge of Eld. Paul Goodling, Eld Allen
G. Brubaker and Eld. Bruce M. Grove of
nearby congregations.
Ground was broken for the new' building
in June and through the volunteer efforts
of brethren from Lancaster, Lykens Valley,
Mifflin, Fairview and vicinity, the brick
building- will be under roof in the near
future. It is erected to hold services this
winter in the completed basement with plans
for the dedication to be held in the spring
upon completion of the interior work.
The first meeting of the congregation was
held in the locality in June, 1946, with meetings continuing regularly in rooms loaned
for this use in the farm home of Jesse
Yoder.
With the growth of the congregation from
approximately twenty-five to upward of
seventy persons, a large tent was purchased
and erected this. summer near the church
site for both revival meetings and Sunday
services, in charge of Bro. Brubaker and
Bro. Grove.
The church is located about one mile west
of Strodes Mills on the Ferguson Valley
road and is built on a tract of land donated
by Jesse Yoder for this purpose.
Granville, Pa.
A harvest-home meeting was held on
October 22 with Eld. Allen Brubaker and
Eld. Bruce Grove in charge. The 128th
Psalm was read and the songs "Is It Not
Wonderful" and "I Feel Like Traveling On"
were sung. Each one expressed his thankfulness for the things laid in for the winter.
On October 23 Bro. Grove had charge
reading from Mark 1:40. How well we can
say that it is true that Jesus is the healer
of the body as well as of the soul. He has
manifested His healing in our own body and
I am so glad He saves from sin and keeps
us. every day. We need His protecting care
each day.
Our prayer meeting on October 25 was
well attended and our topic for the evening
was "The Lord's Prayer." Bro. Grove gave
a wonderful outline on the meaning and

,.
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—Ruth M. Freed.

Saxton District
On September 18 we began our fall revival. Eld. Eli Hostetler from Massillon,
Ohio, was with us for two weeks. His messages were much appreciated. They were
weighted with power because of the days
spent in fasting and prayer. God is the
same today and when we come the Bible
way He will answer prayer. There were
good altar services nearly every night.
Those who sought with all their heart were
fully satisfied. We are thankful for the
testimonies of victory.
A middle-aged woman was so under conviction she could not sleep. She was delivered from drink and smoking before she
came to the altar. Later in the meeting her
step-mother came and the next night her
father. There is a wonderful change in these
lives. In the one home they have family
worship twice a day. The father testifies to
having "such peace." They enjoy the services and attend all they can.
On October 9 we met at the river for a
baptismal service. Seven were baptized. It
was a very precious service. A lady 69 years
old was baptized. Also a young man and an
elderly man with a very bad heart affliction.
The others were in middle age. God's presence was manifested in a special way.
In the evening of October 9, Sr. Elizabeth
Bossert was with us and gave her Vision
of Heaven. The church was filled. Her message stirred many hearts.
The revival began at Riddlesburg October
9. Eld. Kenneth Starr was there for two
weeks. There were a number at the altar,
some prayed through to victory. The workers there are much encouraged.
On October 29 we enjoyed a very good
communion service. Eld. and Sr. Albert
Engle and Bro. and Sr. Isaac Engle were
with us. Sixty-five took part in this service.
It was the first time for nine people.. Two
more young sisters are wearing the covering since the revival meeting. Our young
people are increasing in number and we
believe spiritually too. One young couple
came to the altar but were not satisfied,
some time later in their home they prayed
through and have a clear testimony.
The Sunday School is showing a marked
increase in attendance, both in children and
adults.

We are busy with our fall visiting. Quite
a few homes have been contacted. Some
conditions are most pathetic. The miners
have been out on a strike and all some have
is what is given to them. Most of our members have plenty to eat and share with
those who have nothing. It is not as bad
here at Saxton as in the mining towns near
us.
We have called at homes where there is
love and plenty; also in houses of poverty
and sin, drinking, smoking and divorce; parents spending their money for such things
and the children neglected. In one such
home we left some tracts and papers and
urged them to come to Sunday school. A
little chi'.d followed us into two other homes
and told them he was going to Sunday
school. Often we meet children, who have
attended our Bible Schools and they like to
tell us some things they remember or show
ua some thing they received. .
—S. Iola Dixon.

The Intercessor
"David Brainerd's life," says Edwards,
"shows the right way to success in the work
of the ministry. He sought it as a resolute
soldier seeks victory in a siege or battle;
or as a man runs a race for a great prize.
Animated with love to Christ and souls,
how fervently did he always labor, not
only in word and doctrine, in public and
private, but in prayers, day and night,
wrestling with God in secret, and 'travailing in birth' with unutterable groans and
agonies, until Christ was formed in the
hearts of the poor heathen Indians to whom
he was sent. How did he thirst for a blessing upon his ministry and watch for souls
as one that must give account! How did
he go forLh in the strength of the Lord
God, depending on the special influence of
the Spirit to assist and succeed h i m ! "
Brainerd's diary contains such notes as
this: "Lord's day, April 25. This morning I spent two hours in sacred duties, and
was enabled, more than ordinarily, to agonize for immortal souls. Though it was
early morning and the sun scarcely shone
at all, yet my body was quite wet with
sweat."—Exchange.
'

» m»m

«

More Bar Maids Than
College Girls
Dr. W. P. Clemens, a Methodist layman,
says, "There are three times as many criminals in America as college students. There
are more bar maids than college girls.
Children spend eight times as many hours
at the movies as in the Sunday school, and
one out of twelve persons in America attends church regularly. Seven out of eight
children quit church and Sunday school
when they are fifteen. There is a murder
every twenty two seconds. The people of
America spend $750.00 for amusements
and luxuries for every dollar contributed
for missions. Certainly we are a godless
nation."—The Christian Leader.
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On The Foreign Field
MACHA MISSION
The following are written by three African brethren: Evangelist Mizinga, Deacon
Muleya, and layman, Tickey Simunza, respectively.—Verna Ginder.
Nkosisana Davidson, with Nkosikazi Taylor, came here in 1906. When we heard that
two missionaries had arrived, I came and
worked at the Mission for three months.
Although the words she preached touched
my heart, but still I did not give myself to
God. I continued in sin.
In November I told Nkosisana Davidson
a lie; I told her that I was going home; then
I went to Kalomo (a little town) to work.
During my stay at Kalomo I was a worse
sinner. At last, in 1917, I became a policeman. When I became a policeman, I took a
second wife. But the Word of God grew
within me. I began to pray every day.
In 1918 I left my work of being a policeman. The Word of God grew higher and
higher in my heart; I even stopped tobacco.
Then in 1919 I returned to Macha with
my two wives. On Sunday I came with my
two wives to attend the Sunday service in
the house of God. When Nkosisana Davidson brought the message to us, I right away
gave myself to God. I confessed my sins. I
told her that I shall leave my second wife
and stay with my first wife. This is the way
how God appeared in my heart. I waited
for three months before I returned my second wife to hen home. She was then just
like a sister to me. During the fourth month
I returned her to her home at Singani Village. When I came to her parents, I explained the whole story why I was leaving
that woman from being my wife. I told
them how God appeared to me and that I
wanted to- follow Him. Her parents asked
about the money I paid for her, then I told
them that they did not need to return the
money to me because she was a good woman. I again explained to them that their
child was good and that the sin was between
God and me, and that was the reason why
I left that woman.
That is the way how God called me to be
His follower. And now I am His.

*

*

*

Missionaries came here to bring us the
"good news." It was very hard for people
to serve the Lord. .Today some people follow the Lord, but it is still very hard. It
was also very hard for me to follow my
Lord, but today I am happy because I am
His. He saved me from my sins and He is
mine today. He leads me wherever I go.

*

*

*

Our dear Lord found me when I was in
dark days of serving Satan, because I was
a great idol worshipper. On the whole, we
had to worship gods of our fore-fathers.
I am glad to say that I am now free from
the ways of heathenism and if I wholly
trust Him I shall see Him when He comes to
take His loved ones home.

A Day At A Time
A doctor was once asked by a patient
who had met with a serious accident, "Doctor, how long shall I have to lie h e r e ? "
"Only a day at a time," was his answer.
It was the same lesson God had recorded
for His people for all ages. If we are
faithful a day at a time, the long years will
take care of themselves.—Andrew Murray.

The Call To Revival
/ . R.

Our Inheritance
Mrs. Dean

Alleman

Children of the Heavenly King are looking
up today,
For the Bible tells us, He will not long
delay.
Then let us our inheritance claim,
For those prepared who name His name.
Through the Book of Books, what wisdom
we can gam
Treasures rich and deep that ever will
remain.
Would you every problem solve, and an
answer find?
Open wide this treasure house and explore this mine.
Would you have a wardrobe, riches ne'er
can buy,
A robe of white through Jesus' blood,
sweetly purified?
Salvation s garments for our use, shoes that
won't wear out?
'Tis the best our Father gives; makes
the Christian shout!
Men of this world treasure jewels very
great and rare.
But, dear Christians, we have jewels they
cannot compare,
Spirit's graces—Love, Joy, Peace, (Galations five, you know.)
Hearts made clean and sanctified, the
Holy Ghost bestowed!
Yes, they may have their mansions, rich
and tall, so grand,
But, saints, Eternal Mansions
aren't
made by human hands.
For when redemption is complete, 'twill be
our joy to be
In that Celestial City
throughout

Eternity.
—Dallas Center, Iowa.
-:-:~x~:-:«x-M-:~:-:«:-x-:«:«:-:~:~»-»X'»x«^
It is the command of the Master that
Christians shall let their light shine in the
world. Are we careful to obey Him? The
light that is in our hearts is revealed to
our fellowmen by the kind of men and
women we are, by the way we live, by the
words we say and the deeds we do. Let it
be our constant prayer that we shall not
fail in faithfulness, and let us live each day
in such a manner that others may see our
good works and glorify our Father who is
in Heaven.—Christian Observer.
land. As Christians we have a personal
responsibility in praying for and sincerely
laboring to help promote revivals. Whatever the cost we must not fail God.
—The Ohio Conference Messenger.
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VERY true and sincere Christian desires
to see a genuine revival in this our
day. The Church is sorely in need of a
deep thorough-going work of the Spirit if
the forces of godlessness and the evil forebodings of our day are ever to be brought
down in defeat. Many are the schemes and
plans that men have put in operation in
the work of the Church hoping thereby to
somehow hold things together or move up
a bit in the scale of what might appear to
them to be success in the religious realm.
There is no hope for the world or the
Church if revival fires fail to be kindled
and kept burning brightly. Without the
Spirit everything of importance in human
society and the great task of the Church
will come to naught and disintegrate in
our day. The alternative is all too real and
even at the door.
The eye of God sees every detail of the
strange moving of events throughout the
world and in the Church. The Divine perspective is correct in every part. If we
could but see as He sees. He has a plan.
Concerning the work of revival and souls
He is not without a definite plan or method
whereby the Church may be a pungent,
vital and spiritual instrument in His hands
to stem the vile wickedness and unseat the
elements of carnal unspiritual forces which
have become intrenched within the workings of the church. The work of the spirit
is a work of revival. Those who have the
Spirit indwelling are intensely concerned
about the task of helping souls and percipitating a genuine moving of the Spirit
anywhere and everywhere souls are in need.
Who can tell what means the Spirit may
employ or what persons He may work
through if He is unhindered and ungrieved.
The activities of the Spirit are always
fresh, and challenging, and NEW. It is
amiss for the true Church to pray for and
earnestly desire that in this critical hour
of her need the blessed Holy Ghost may so
mightily and intensely work so that both
saint and sinner shall know of a certainty
that God has done a new thing among His
people? "Remember ye not the former
things, neither consider the things of old.
Behold I will do a neiv thing; now it shall
spring forth; shall ye not know it? I will
even make a way in the wilderness, and
rivers in the desert." "What meaneth t h i s ? "
was the oft repeated query of the confounded multitude in Jerusalem on that
day of Pentecost as they observed the
mighty moving and empowering of the
Spirit in the lives of the humble followers
of the Lord Jesus Christ. Nothing else in
all this world will make the unchurched
disinterested multitudes of souls sense their
own spiritual needs as they see genuine
revival fires burning in the churches of the
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A Leper's Portrait of Jesus Christ

the Divine purpose, and in her dedicated
life made perfect through suffering, those
among whom she lived and laboured saw
the glory of God as they witnessed her
courage and steadfastness.
Today, from the roads of India, out in
the African forests, in the cities of China,
lepers are coming face to face with Jesus
Christ through the devoted ministry of doctors and nurses, dispensers and injectors
in the homes and hospitals of The Mission
to Lepers. Ever since 1874, when Mr.
Wellesley Bailey founded the work, there
has gone forth a constant stream of devoted
men and women whose high courage and
sacrificial service has revealed the glory
of the Lord Whom they serve and at Whose
commission they go forth.
Then I think, as I read the Gospel records, there were lepers who. when they
looked into the face of the Saviour, read
there the message of
Sublime and Undisturbed
Confidence.
It was the confidence of One Who is
able to save to the uttermost so that we
need despair of none. You will remember
that Christ makes evidential value of the
fact that lepers are cleansed, for when
John the Baptist sent to Him from the
prison, with the question, "Art thou He
that should come, or look we for a n o t h e r ?"
Jesus sent back the answer, "Go and tell
John what things ye have seen and heard,
how that the blind see. the lame walk, the
lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead
are raised, to the poor the Gospel is
preached."
When Dr. Jowett, the famous preacher of
the last decade, was crossing the Atlantic
on his .way to New York, the captain of
the ship on which he was travelling one
night called him up on the bridge and said
to him, "In five minutes this ship will pass
over the very spot where deep down at the
bottom of the ocean there lies the wreck
of the great liner Titanic. She is too far
down to be salvaged." Dr. Jowett replied,
"That is very interesting. It reminds me
of the great truth concerning the Gospel
which I believe and preach. No one is too
far down for the hand of Jesus to reach
them and lift them out of their misery.
No soul is so sunken in sin to be beyond
redemption point. Jesus Christ is the Saviour of the outcast, the Healer of the unclean, and because His love reaches to the
uttermost, He has given His Church the
commission to rescue poor afflicted leper
folk and to offer them cleansing of body
and regeneration of spirit in His name."
I rejoice to think that whatever medical
means may now be in use on the mission
field for the treatment and healing of
leprosy, to me it is Jesus Christ going up
and down the waste places of the earth,
cleansing the lepers and offering them
newness of life. In one leper home there
is a brilliant young Indian student. He
(Concluded on page fourteen)
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Harold T. Barrow
"It's the human touch in this world that
counts,
The touch of your hand and mine
That means far more to the fainting soul
Than shelter, or bread, or wine.
For shelter is o'er when the night is gone,
And bread lasts only a day,
But, the touch of a hand and the sound of
a voice
Live in the soul alway."

N

O PAINTER ever produced a wholly satisfactory face of Christ. All the skill
of art will not show us the face of the
Saviour of men in all its beauty and
pathos. In Christ the glory of God became
personal. It was expressed in terms of
love and speech. It came close up to the
lives of men, warm, sweet and tender, lifting them to itself in affection, purity and
peace. "No man hath seen God at any
time: the only begotten Son which is in
the bosom of the Father, He hath declared
Him." That is the perfect final revelation.
The glory was revealed in permanent form,
in living, throbbing personality.
It is in a sense true that every man must
paint his own portrait of Jesus Christ, because according to the individual temperament, circumstances, environment, so the
unique experience of Christ's power to save
and transform. Our great authority for the
work of The Mission to Lepers is Jesus
Christ Himself. From Him we have rereceived our commission to "Cleanse the
Leper," and I think we can find in the
Gospels a three-fold portrait of the Saviour
as seen through the eyes of the lepers with
whom He came into contact. The first suggestion is that the leper saw written there
Strong Lines of Courage.
It was the courage of One who did something out of the ordinary, for hardly anyone had ever dared to lay a finger on a
leper for fear of defilement, but "Jesus
. . . put forth His hand and touched him."
There is fine courage, and in that touch
Christ was laying down for His Church
through all the ages the great law of personal contact.
Dr. G. H. Morrison, in his book, Highways of the Heart, reminds us that "all the
leper expected was a cure. He thought
some word of power would be pronounced.
He would have been well content to light
on a physician; he never dreamed that he
was going to find a friend. And when
Jesus touched him, him the outcast, him
the one whom everybody shunned and
lo.athed—it was something he could never
forget. That touch of Jesus revealed to the
leper as nothing else ever could do, in all
the ineffable yearning of his loneliness,
that he was face to face with One who per-

fectly understood. It revealed in an instant
the Saviour's loving heart, His scorn of
prudential morality, and the self-forgetful
courage of His comradeship."
He touched the leper! Since when had a
friendly hand been laid upon him? Lonely,
unutterably lonely by reason of the loathsomeness of the disease, how he must have
longed, at times with an intolerable longing, for the touch of a human hand, but no
man dared, for fear of pollution, to bridge
the barrier! But Jesus not only dared to
let the man approach Him, but dared to
touch him. He did not need to touch h i m ;
He could have healed him by a word. But
that was not Christ's way. He touched him
because He was touched with the feeling of
his infirmity. In the man's affliction He
was afflicted; He identified Himself with
him, stood in imagination where he stood,
shared his leprosy, shared his loneliness!
In that moment they twain—the leper and
the Lord—-became, as it were, one flesh!
"Jesus put forth His hand and touched
him."
And today, lepers are seeing this fearless
courage reflected from the face of Jesus
Christ in the compassionate service of The
Mission to Lepers. For this Mission is a
company of men and women stretching out
their hands in a fearless fellowship born
of insight and courage and love. Its missionaries and doctors have joined the great
succession of Francis of Assisi, Damien,
and countless others through the long
years who have been ready to follow our
Lord's example to care for the lepers. To
mention only one name, that of Mary Reed
of Chandag, is to stir the heart. The story
of this noble woman, her heroic life and
devoted service of fifty-two years among
the leper folk on the borders of Nepal is
truly an inspiration. She herself became
infected with leprosy, and instead of being
appalled by the discovery, she read in it
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The Power of God Illustrated
Myron F. Boyd

M

OST OF the following is composed of
stories for the purpose of showing you
God at work among men. We are so prone
to become discouraged over the many weaknesses of the flesh. We so often see nothing
but circumstances and the weaknesses of
others about us. If you look the wrong
direction, it won't be long until you'll be
convinced that the world is "going to the
dogs" and that everything is in control of
the devil. If you will look in the right direction, you will see demonstrated before
your very eyes the power of God manifest
in modern miracles to the extent that you'll
soon stand to your feet in awe and wonder
as you praise God for His matchless power
released in the world.
God's power is indescribable, inconceivable, and incomprehensible. Christ reminds
us that we do "err not knowing the Scriptures nor the power of God." When one
has carefully studied his Bible and has become personally acquainted with Jesus
Christ as his Savior, he has implicit faith
in God to the extent that he can trust God
for everything. I am reminded now of a
story which tells of a little girl on. a train
in a war zone. She was happily running
up and down the aisle merrily singing.
Two business men stopped her and asked,
"Why are you so happy? Don't you know
that we are in a very dangerous war
zone?" Quickly the girl came back with
the answer. "No, of course I'm not afraid.
Don't you know the engineer on this
t r a i n ? " "No, we don't know him, but what
makes the difference?" asked the men.
"Well, my daddy is the engineer on this
train, and he knows how to run this train.
He never has nor never will have any trouble," replied the girl in a very confident
tone of voice. Well, my friend, the Engineer that is running this world is infinitely more to me than the father of that
girl was to her as the engineer on that
train. I wish I could get you thoroughly
acquainted with God today.
Now, let me tell you four stories which
in each case will demonstrate something
of the power of God which I want you to
see.
In the summer of 1946 I was asked to
serve with President J. F. Gregory as Evangelist for the Wabash Camp Meeting at
Clay City, Indiana. God had been very
graciously moving upon the camp and all
sensed His divine presence. On Tuesday
night after the'third song, suddenly, just
as it was on the day of Pentecost, God
swept into the tabernacle with mighty
power. It was a great spiritual cloudburst
which took place during the following four
hours. A thousand people felt the power
of God moving mightily in their midst.

From that point in the service, at about
7:45 p . m., until midnight, the service and
congregation were under the direct leadership of the Holy Spirit. More than 150
people prayed for pardon, cleansing, and
complete spiritual victory in their lives.
Such praying I had never heard; such keen
interest on the part of 1,000 people for so

'ard, if thou hadst been here, my bratfv^ Sad
not died.-John !•-••
long a time I had never seen; such definite
seeking and such clear victories I had not
previously witnessed; such surrendering
and giving up fully to God as characterized
the great revivals of history took place on
that memorable night of which I tell you.
The realitv of divine conviction, blessing.
and salvation which was present produced
a profound effect upon hundreds of young
people who were present at the camp.
Let me give vou the secret to this great
service from which I will never get over.
For days previous to that service a mighty
volume of prayer had been ascending to
God. The voung people were so eager to
pray at 6:30 each morning that they had
to move to a much larger building than
had been assigned to them. The laymen
met in large numbers each morning to prevail with God in prayer. The ministers met
in a tent to pray. People got under such a
burden for souls that they went without
meals. This was very noticeable among the
young people. Confessions were made, illfeelings were exposed, God melted people
together into a great spiritual family. A
young man who had gone into sin, run
away from home, and sought satisfaction
in the things of the world prayed through
to a gracious experience. People left that
camp meeting to talk about and remember
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forever how God manifested Himself that
night.
Say, my friend, what God did that night
on that campground, He can do for you in
your home. Oh, how I would love to see
God come to your home like that!
For my second story. I want to tell you
how God healed a broken body and wonderfully used a soul to bless the world.
The lady of whom I speak had lived in
deep sin. She was struck with pungent
conviction, yielded to Christ and was wonderfully saved. Her Christian experience
was definite, real, marvelous — God did
wonders for her. Her health was gone and
it looked as if she had but a short time to
liye. She. along with others, got a real
burden for the healing of her body. They
fasted and prayed earnestly for days. I
will never forget that afternoon that we
praved and anointed her. She was fully
resigned to the will of God whatever that
might be. She looked up reconciled and
sa ; d in her prayer. "Oh. Christ, iust whatever you wish will satisfy me." Just in
that moment God touched her with healing
power. She iumped to her feet in praising
God. Her testimony went something like
this: "Oh. Christ. I will give you all my
life, all mv strength, all my talent, all my
money." From that day to this she has
been a most effective soul-winner, using
her all to promote the Kingdom of God.
God has blessed her with wonderful health,
fine talent, and with a good measure of
finance, but she has given them all to God.
It was a real modern miracle of the power
of God at work in this world.
Here is my third story; a story of the
power of God manifested in providing
thousands of dollars at a very special time
in answer to prayer. It was absolutely
necessary in order to carry on the work of
God and see the salvation of souls. The
work had been started and gone too far to
back up or give up. People prayed earnestly all night for funds with which to
carry on the work which was very promising. Out of a clear sky by a means that
can never be explained by any human
phenomenon. God answered prayer to the
full extent of the asking. The work was
spared and what a glorious revival followed! It was miraculous. The outstanding thing was that God began to answer
prayer during the middle of that night by
awakening people a thousand miles away
and putting it into their minds and hearts
to give liberally to that very important
cause. By morning letters were written,
checks were filled out, and they were on
their way to be used to bring about a
glorious revival.
My last story is one of the most remarkable conversions I ever witnessed. There
was an elderly man of 80 years who attended a special series of revival services
I conducted. Night after night he manifested a real interest. One night he made
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a move toward God. It was a real struggle
for him, but he finally yielded all to Christ,
accepting His as his Savior. He went home
to enjoy his first full night's sleep that he
had enjoyed for many, many years, without having to get up for several smokes.
He told the next night of his wonderful
victory o v e r tobacco, liquor, stealing,
lying, and swearing. I then heard him
testify several weeks later and he was still
enjoying that same wonderful victory filled
with a peace and joy and satisfaction that
only God can give. Habits of 65 years were
broken in the twinkling of an eye. Explain
it any way you wish, but I know that God
was there.
Ah. listen! I have seen God at work in
mighty manifestations of glory, in healing
bodies, in providing finance, and in saving
souls, yes. in breaking habits of several
decades. I have seen Him lift the load and
make the despondent happy; I have seen
Him give grace sufficient to face any trial
or suffering; I have seen Him change lives
when strong wills, psychiatrists, and the
most effective human means have failed; I
have seen Him save souls which society
had long given up.
"Don't tell me that God doesn't answer
prayer. I know He does. My friend, if you
will pray, God will save you. .He will perform a miracle in your life. If God could
save a Jerry McAuley or a Henry Milans,
He can save you. Remember the three
steps: Confess your sins, quit your sinning, and believe on the Lord Jesus Christ.
Let Christ enter your heart just now by
accepting Him as your personal Savior.
—The Wesleyan
Methodist.

The Portland Vase
One of the most precious possessions of
the British Museum is what is known as
the Portland Vase. It is a beautiful vase.
One day a madman, passing through the
room in which it was exhibited, struck at it
with his stick, and smashed it into fragments. But one, with great patience and
love, came and gathered the pieces together
and built it up again with such success
that only with careful examination can the
fact of its ruin be observed.
This is a beautiful picture of what God's
grace and love do for a ruined and broken
race of humans. Before the entrance of
sin, life was beautiful and precious. But
with the coming of sin the human soul was
shattered. Now, the only thing that will
restore a broken, sinful life is the blood of
Jesus Christ shed in love on Calvary. God
tells us that "all have sinned." Therefore
all -are in need of salvation.—HiCall.
"Christ's vision comes to us only after
Christ has become known experimentally."

E V A N G E L I C A L
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When You Missed Prayer
Meeting
When you missed prayer meeting you
missed an appointment with the Lord, who
says, "Where two or three are gathered in
my name, there am I in the midst of them."
When you missed prayer meeting, you
missed an opportunity of redeeming the
time by prayer and worship which will
never come again. Other meetings may
come, but the past is gathered into an
eternity that comes not again.
—Canadian Free Methodist Herald.
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Advice To Ministers

Pray every night and shave every
morning.
Keep your conscience clean, also
your linen.
Let your light shine and shine your
shoes.
Press your advantages, your opportunities and your trousers.
Brush the cobwebs from y o u r
brain and the dandruff from your
y collar.
Be filled with the Spirit, but not
y with spirits.
y
A delinquent debt in a parish is
y like an addled egg in an omelet.
y
Be poor in spirit but not in vocabY
Y ulary.
Y
You can't put fire in your sermons
unless there is fire in your heart.
It is better to lose a good fight
than to win a bad one.
Call in the homes of men if you
would have men call in the House of
| God.
Never allow temporal trivialities
to displace eternal verities.
The approval of God is more to be
desired than the patronage of a rich,
unscrupulous pew-holder.
Always be content with what you
have but never with what you are.
—Advance.
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A Leper's Portrait of Christ
(Continued from page twelve)
Was in the fifth year of his medical course
when leprosy ended it all. He was talking
one day about being "thrown on the rubbish heap." "No," said the missionary,
"that is not the way we think of you." He
looked up and said, stammeringly, "No, I
suppose you don't. For a Christian it is a
dignified thing to suffer. You believe in a
God who suffers." That was the turning
point. That Indian student is now a Christian. The Buddhist editor of a Rangoon
paper wrote this about Christian leper
work: "Whatever you and I may think of
Christian preaching or the Bible, this is a
voice that speaks for Christ louder than
any other." From up in the Himalayas a
leper writes this: "I am old and blind.
Leprosy made me blind. But by being a
leper I saw Jesus. So it was not bad to
become a leper."
So today Christ comes not to seek to
save, but to seek AND save. The sublime
self-confidence of Jesus is one of the most
striking proofs of His deity. "The Son of
Man is come to seek and to save that which
was lost!" He comes not to try but to
triumph. And in no work is His Divine
audacity and His overwhelming victoriousness more clearly demonstrated than in
missionary work among lepers.
Viewed as a whole, the work of The Mission to Lepers has become the channel of
God's compassion in Jesus Christ to many
thousands of men and women, bringing
new hope, new self-respect, new life. The
challenge of the leper, and the challenge
of Christ still confront Christ's disciples
today. Great multitudes of men and women
and children, each one of them overshadowed by the gathering darkness of loneliness
and fear, are as sheep having no shepherd.
The number of those suffering from leprosy
in the world today runs into millions, and
many are in dire need. And if there is
great need there are great opportunities.
Much more can be done than ever before.
—Evangelical Christian.
» •>• i—

Headed Right
A reader of The Sunday School Times
wrote: "On the end of the cement walk
that leads to my church in Corwin, Kansas,
one will notice the imprint of two baby
feet with the toes pointed toward the
church. Some fourteen years ago, when
the walk was being laid, a mother set her
barefoot baby boy on the wet surface of
the walk; and now the tracks may be seen
as plainly as if made yesterday. She started her boy right. And now that she is
dead and gone, the boy's heart has taken a
set just like the cement walk. Mother, see
that your boy is headed in the right direction."—Selected.
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E V A N G E L I C A L

The Gambler's Heyday
Everett E. Harris

N

OT VERY much is said these days against
gambling by either the writer or the
public speaker. Occasionally, a voice is
raised against this evil, but not very often.
Perhaps the reason why there is so great a
silence about gambling is the widespread
application of the statement "everybody is
doing it." Of course, there are many people who do not gamble, and, of course,
there are many who do. even hosts of
church members.
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Reader, when have you heard a sermonaddress concerning gambling? Why haven't
you heard the question discussed publicly? the one prospers, the other cannot prosEither because of the ignorance of public per."
In viewing this matter from a spiritual
speakers on this subject or a fear to speak
against an evil which holds so many people standpoint, Mr. Pickett further points out
the damaging effect of gambling upon perin its clutches.
Gambling is not only an evil, but it is sonality: "All of the violations of the
one of the more subtle evils of our day. spiritual law effects personality. We canIt is, perhaps, the most deceptive evil prac- not change our attitude toward God, totice known to mankind. It allures people ward the country, and toward our fellow
into its halls with exciting promises which men without changing ourselves. If our
it cannot fulfill. It promises wealth, but it human relationships become abnormal, we
gives poverty; it promises friendships, but become abnormal. If we deny reason, reait creates enemies; it promises a fuller life, son departs from us. If we abjure loyalty,
but it often leads to death; it promises hap- the sturdy character which is rooted in
piness, but it gives remorse and dejection loyalty disintegrates."
In view of the foregoing truth, Christian
instead.
Gambling never can be right nor suc- leaders cannot sidestep the issue of gamcessful because it is builded upon a false bling in our country if they want to see
premise of life. Gambling says you can get
something for nothing, but the laws of God
Broken Cisterns
declare that there is no such thing as getting something for nothing. The occasional
Geneive Perrine Cheney
gambler may win a sum of money, but in
character, and otherwise, he pays for it.
Like Israel of old
Gambling has no basis of honest exchange,
Many have forsaken
therefore, it can never become either an
The well of living waters—
economic or a moral asset.
Another way have taken;
Deets Pickett makes a strong case against
Hewing
broken cisterns
gambling by saying: "Gambling not only
Where
water seeps away;
violates the law; it destroys law. There
Nothing will be left
could be no order or system in the world
On God's great judgment day.
if chance ruled instead of reason. In
chance, there is no right, no wrong; no
God help us to hold loosely
folly, no wisdom.
To all we garner here,
"Gambling violates the law of love. It
That when we know the end
is essentially selfish.
Of life is drawing near,
"Gambling is a violation of the law of
We shall not feel reluctant
labor. There is nothing more certain than
To break our earthly grasp:
that the spirit of gambling unfits man for
From everything of earth
work.
To easily unclasp.
"Gambling is a violation of the law of
lovalty. We need only to ask ourselves,
The well of living waters
'What would happen if gambling became
We know will stand the test,
general, if it were participated in by everyAnd here we must abide
one?' Obviously, the whole svstem of comIf we would choose the best.
mercial and social life would come down
A lot. of broken cisterns,
in ruins.
Made in life's short span.
Are all that will be left
"The issue is squarely drawn between
By many a foolish man.
the gambling world and the world of nor—Wesleyan Methodist.
mal life of which we should be a part. If
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human personality safeguarded and the
nation defended against one of the worst
evils of our day.
• One of the outstanding forms of gambling is that commonly known as "race
track gambling." In this particular field
the amount of money involved is on the increase because the number of people involved is on the increase. A recent survey
indicates that for 1946 six major race
tracks registered 190,701 attendance bets,
involving $12,302,454. Mrs. D. Leigh Calvin, president of the Nation W. C. T. U..
says that the cost of gambling in the United
States, on the basis of only five major'
levels, is more than twelve billion dollars.
Douglas F. Baker of California recently
made survey of gambling and drinking conditions in our country, and he points out
some alarming trends. He says that a check
of banks in some large cities reveal the
fact that people are cashing their war
bonds in order to have money to bet on the
races. Some such people, because of their
gambling practices, have lost their homes,
autos, and bank accounts. He says: "As
some husbands go to the saloons and spend
their earnings, so some wives go to the
races and gamble away the household
grocery money. At any track you can see
women leaving after the third or fourth
race weeping bitterly. They have lost all
their money."
Mr. Baker calls our attention to a frequent result of gambling: "In desperation,
because of his losses, the husband tries to
drown his sorrow with liquor. The family
finds itself in utter destitution. The husband toys with the idea of committing
crime—just one—to get out of his difficulties, and finally yields to this temptation. Then comes prison for the husband;
disgrace and poverty for the family."
In the face of the foregoing facts, who
can say that the evil of gambling is no
concern of the church. If the church in any
sense is the guardian of the homes and the
happiness of the people of the community,
it must concern itself with the problem of
gambling, one of the great destroyers of
the domestic tranquility of the community.
It has been said that the Church's possible approach to the gambling menace is:
"It should, first, set itself to the creation
of a conscientious conviction among its
own people, a conviction which will determine not only the conduct of the church
as an institution but the conduct of church
members as Christians."
The conclusion of the whole matter it:
The church is the prophetic voice of God
in today's world.
—The

Telescope-Messenger.

Faith is the hand by which we receive
everything from God.—W. G. Godbey.
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'To The Young Christian'1
Velma Bouck

John 1:9), also "and if any man sin, we
have an advocate with the Father, Jesus
Christ the righteous." (I John 2 : 1 ) .
. Satan is powerless in the face of God's
Word. The Bible says "Resist the devil,
and he will flee from you." (James 4 : 7 ) .
When he assails you, meet him with prayer
and the Word. The closer you live to the
Lord, dear young Christian, the more desperately the devil will attack you, but the
closer you live to the Lord, the more
strength and power God will give you to
oppose this evil enemy of the soul.
—New Castle. Pa.

McConnell

HERE IS a story told of a minister, who
in making his calls, stopped at the
home of a new convert. He asked him how
lie had been getting along since the Lord
had saved him.

T

"I have had another encounter with the
devil," said the young man. "He told me
that all I believe in is a foolish delusion;
that the Bible is made up of fairy tales,
lies and contradictions; that there is no
actual heaven or hell; that Christ was not
born of a virgin but a good man who died
as all men die. He told me that Christ did
not rise again, nor did He ascend into
Heaven."
"And what did you say to the devil?"
asked the minister.
"Oh I didn't attempt to argue with
him," replied the young convert. "What
would have been the use? I just referred
him to the Lord, and he hasn't bothered me
since!"
This young man had found the secret of
dealing with the arch-enemy. There is no
name so hated and feared by Satan as the
Name of ©ur Lord Jesus Christ. He has
hated God since the time God cast him
from his place in Heaven. Now he labors
day and night trying to thwart God's Holy
purposes.
The devil blinds the eyes of the unregenerate, telling him that if he leads a
normal, moral life he has nothing to fear
from a just and angry Judge. He cunningly offers all the pleasures of the world and
the flesh to keep a soul from turning to

God.
When a young man or young woman
escapes his binding chains and finds safety
in Christ, Satan will not even then leave
him alone. He uses all his satanic powers
to keep this born-again soul from being
fully consecrated to God, to keep him from
surrendering his heart, soul, mind and
body to the new Master.
Satan whispers to the saved young man,
"Don't be fanatical about this thing! There
is no harm in going to school dances, or
the Saturday Night Recreational dance."
He says there is no harm in going to the
movies if they are good, clean ones. They
are really educational! He does his best
to blind these new converts to the path that
God has laid out for them "This is the way,
walk ye in it." (Isaiah 30:21). He does
his best to make the young man deaf to
God's Words, "Love not the world, neither
the .things that are in the world. If any
man love the world, the love of the Father
is not in him." (I John 2 : 1 5 ) .
Again, Satan will try to keep the young
Christian so occupied with his daily tasks.

Is Life Dull?

\

whether they be in the school, home or
work, that he will neglect the House of
God. The prayer service is the power house
of the church and the Christian who wants
to grow in grace. The devil will try to
hinder the Christian from having his quiet
hour in the morning. Satan rejoices if he
can get the convert to neglect the reading
of God's Word and the daily meeting of
God in prayer. He knows that a Christian
who neglects his daily spiritual food is
going to be a weak Christian.
Testings must come. When God lovingly
disciplines His children Satan whispers, "If
God really loved you, He would not do this
to you! You would not have sorrow, your
life would be all joy and peace!" This is
the time for the convert to refer Satan to
the Lord. Who said. "As many as I love. I
rebuke and chasten" (Rev. 3:19) also "For
whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth. and
scourgeth every son whom he receiveth."
(Heb. 1 2 : 6 ) .
There comes the time when the new
Christian slips and either knowingly or unknowingly grieves his Lord. Before he has
a chance to rise, Satan is jeering at him.
"You said you were saved—now what have
you done? You have sinned. That makes
you a sinner. You might as well give up
now, for you are in the same old place you
used to be i n ! " This is the time for the
young convert to take firm hold of the
Sword of the Spirit and refer Satan to the
Lord. "If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to
cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (I
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A woman went to her pastor, telling him
that her life was completely empty and
meaningless. She did not know what to do.
He told her to begin the next day with a
prayer that God would send her to someone who needed her. Then she should go.
speak to the person and be just as friendly
and helpful as she could be.
At noon, she should pray again, both for
the person she visited, and for anyone else
who might need her help.
At night she should thank God for blessing her during the day.
After ten days, she was to come back to
see him again.
When she entered his room after the ten
days, she did not need to say a word about
her own feelings. The way she carried herself, the alive look on her face, told her
pastor of the change in her.
She discussed her visits and poured out
her new-found joy. She was not the first
woman to whom he had given this advice,
and he told her to get in touch with another woman who was doing the same
work. He suggested that the two of them
go together to speak to folks who did not
know God.
She acted on his suggestion, and before
the year was out there were two hundred
pairs of workers in that city.
How many of us are so wrapped up in
our own petty problems that we never have
a cheerful word to say to our husbands or
wives, our families, or our friends? .
A woman who keeps wishing for modern
improvements in her home, who lives in
the country and would like to get away
oftener. just suddenly thought of what God
means in her life, of how wonderful it is
that she was born in a Christian home and
was taught the Way of Life, and that her
Christian husband thrills to these same
truths and she exclaimed. "Why, I have
everything!"—Selected.

